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Vote on
bowling
called into
question
By Floyd Jones
staff Writer

MIKE SHOUP/Mustang Dally

Aerial view of the mysterious Sierra Madre rooftop writings.

Rooftop writings puzzle students, officials
By Stewart McKenzie
staff Writer

A person looking down from the Cal Poly P can see it quite
clearly.
“ Ozone.”
“ Tower fun.”
“ Zoo crew.”
These etchings have been a fixture on the roof of Sierra
Madre Hall for two to five years now, and still no one knows
who did it.
“ The tower 0 people probably put it up there,” said architec
tural engineering senior Brad Hoogerwerf, a former resident of

Sierra Madre.
“ Probably a bunch of liberals did it,” said business freshman
Mike Mackechnie, who resides down the road in Sequoia Hall.
“ Either that, or (President) Warren Baker.”
Sierra Madre’s director of student development, Paul
Cousins, doesn’t know either, though he considers it obvious
who was behind it. “ It’s a popular way to create an identity,”
he said.
Though Cousins inherited the roof artwork since he was
transferred from Muir Hall two years ago, he said the work was
a sign of the times from five years ago, when the cement dorSee SIERRA, back page

Foundation divests most S. Africa holdings
By PaulJ. Roberts
staff Writer

The Cal Poly Foundation has
divested more than 90 percent of
its South Africa-linked invest
m en ts
sin c e
v o tin g
la s t
September to divest.
Before the vote in favor of
divestment. South Africa-related
investments accounted for more
than 30 percent of the Founda
tion’s total holdings. Remaining

investments, all in IBM, account
for only 2.5 percent (about
$139,000). The original plan call
ed for complete divestment of
stock and notes by December
1988.
The remaining investment in
IBM will be sold when the
Foundation’s financial
director
»
determines divestment in the
company to be most profitable.
Notes will not be completely

matured until the deadline, each
having a different due date.
Notes are written promises to
pay that are sold to investors by
companies to raise capital. They
can be bought and sold like
stocks, but must be paid back
market value by the issuing
company when matured. There is
c u r r e n tly a b o u t $ 6 7 7 ,0 0 0
outstanding in notes from South
Africa-linked companies, which

include C hase M a n h atta n ,
CitiCorp, Ford and ITT.
On Sept. 22 the Foundation
Board of Directors voted 6-1
with one abstension to fully
divest within 18 months holdings
in companies that conducted
business in South Africa
A prior vote in May 1986
didn’t pass. But pressure from
divestment trends in the state
See DIVEST, back*page

Two students have filed sepa
rate complaints with the ASl
elections committee and have
asked for another election.
Also, the elections committee
was asked to re-count to confirm
the original results of the tight
bowling lane vote and to check
student lists to make sure no one
voted more than once. The re
count and cross-referencing was
undertaken Monday, but results
were not available at press time.
Within the 24-hour deadline to
file election complaints after the
polls close, Laura Yannayon and
Ken Wilson told elections com
mittee chairman Frederick Hunt
they didn’t like the way the elec
tions were held.
Hunt said both sets of com
plaints are valid. He isn’t sure,
however, if the complaints will be
strong enough for the Student
Senate to throw the results out
and call for another election.
Yannayon, an environmental
engineering freshman, didn’t get
to vote because she thought the
polls would stay open until 7
p.m. as they had for the athletic
referendum vote fall quarter. She
feels that although voting loca
tions were widely publicized,
voting times weren’t.
In a letter to Mustang Daily,
Yannayon wrote that she con
sistently reads the calendar and
classified sections, and said that
the voting times buried on page
six only on election days wasn’t
notice enough. She also said
there weren’t any absentee
ballots for her to use.
Wilson, an electronic engineer
ing junior and a staunch bowling
alley proponent, targeted his
complaints at the legality with
which the election was carried
out and at allegedly false and
misleading information on the
See ELECTION, page 3

CAR priority listed

Chart to aid in registration
IN QUOTES

By Danielle Letenyei
staff Writer

Students wondering what priority they will have in future
quarters so they can plan when to take general education courses or
internships will be happy to know their questions will be answered
with the creation of a CAR priority registration chart.
The chart, created by agriculture management professor Phillip
Doub, lists what priority students will have in future quarters from
spring 1987 to winter 1990.
“ It is a perfect planning tool for students,” said Doub. “ When the
five-year cycle is over it just loops around and starts again.”
See C H A R T , back pag'*

Accutrack, the latest in
timing technology in
track, is more accurate
than traditional hand
timing. See SPORTS,
page 10.

IK:'
People who are much older than they look
seldom have much intelligence.
— G.C. Lichtenberg
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Do you have any plans
for Poly Royal weekend?

#

Matt Minton, physics senior:
I’ll be finishing a project for
environmental design science
It’s due the day after Poly Royal
I think the teachers are kind of
clueless to what students will
really be doing this weekend.

Anthony Benning, business ad
ministration senior:
I’m supposed to help a couple
of clubs. We’re selling caramel
apples for Phi Beta Sigma and
sodas for Afro-American Student
Union. But I’d rather be doing
nothing.

Repaying Mother Nature’s gifts
"Only by going alone in
silence, without baggage, can one
truly get into the heart o f the
wilderness. All other travel is
mere dust and hotels and bag
gage and chatter. ”
—John Muir
During the last quarter break,
I attended a conference on
creative ways to save water in
landscaping. It was not a re
juvenating vacation, for I had to
travel lYz hours in traffic jams
and smog to get there each mor
ning.
The conference was in Orange
County. The irony of the location
was that we were learning pro
gressive techniques for saving
water, which in turn saves
wilderness areas in the Sierras
from being ruined by water
diversion (Mono Lake, dams,
etc.). At the same time, we were
in the middle of California’s
largest cement jungle, where the
majority of people oppose en
vironmentalism; instead, they
favor contributing to pollution,
congestion and general waste.
When I got back to the Central
Coast, I prepared myself for the
busy quarter ahead by refreshing
my spirit. I took a walk in wild
nature. Like Thoreau around
Walden Pond and Muir in the

PERSPECTIVES
Joe Clokey
Sierras, I have experienced the
all-encompassing strength and
inspiration of nature unaltered
by humans.
As I walked through the sand
dune ecosystem and along the
coast, I thought of the impor
tance of developing an awareness
of the nature that surrounds me.
I thought of the importance of
understanding that no matter
how technologically advanced
our society becomes. Homo Sa
piens cannot live without wild
nature.
The fact that we are losing the
world’s tropical rain forests at an
ann u al rate eq uivalent to
England’s land size is stagger
ing. It is especially startling
when you consider that we have
only discovered one of every six
plant species in these forests.
Also, without tropical rain
forests, there will no longer be a
“ holding sink’’ for much of the
world’s carbon dioxide. This
would create a greenhouse effect

on the earth’s climate. In turn,
this would melt the polar ice
caps, cover most of Florida with
water and turn our grain belt in
to a desert. These are just some
of the many consequences of
destroying wild nature.
You may ask, “ What can I do
to help this staggering
pro
blem?’’ Here’s what every indi
vidual at this school can do:
•Recycle aluminum so that
more mountains and forests
won’t have to be destroyed to get
it.
•Keep educated about which
companies are destroying nature,
and then boycott them.
•Use your skills to work with
nature. For example, you can
build alternative energy sources
instead of staying stuck using
dangerous systems, you can
become an informed voter, and
you can get into nature now and
then to rejuvenate yourself from
this hectic society.
Let’s set a good ecological ex
ample for the rest of society here
at Cal Poly. Individuals together
make a large difference in saving
nature.
Joe Clokey is vice president o f the
Ornamental Horticulture Club
and Students fo r Social Respon
sibility.

letters to the editor
Dave Scott, physical education
senior:
Poly Royal is going to be
holiday. I’ll probably be here on
campus for a day. Then I’ll do
my senior project.

Sandy Davis, computer science
senior:
I’m going up to Yosemite to go
mountain biking. My roommate’s
family is coming up and they’ll
be taking over the whole place.
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ASI elections’ polling
hours poorly publicized
Editor — I feel the election com
mittee failed in its mission of en
couraging us to vote by not
publicizing election information in a
timely and orderly manner. I read
Mustang Daily on a regular basis. I
always read the opinion page, the
calendar section and the an
nouncement
section
of
the
classifieds, just so I’ll know what is
happening. The election committee
used none of these sections to in
form the students about the elec
tions.
I cannot say I did not know the
elections were taking place. There
were many posters, articles and
even an ASI information booklet to
inform me. And while the dates of
the elections were well publicized,
the times the polls would be open
were not. The only notice of polling
hours was published in Mustang

Daily on the election days, buried on
page six. Since no hours were listed
on the ASI information booklet, I
assumed the polling hours would be
the same as they had been for the
athletic referendum.
I planned to vote between 6 and 7
p.m. Thursday. I went looking for a
polling station. No one was at the
postal kiosk, Dexter lawn or any
where else. I didn’t understand why
there were no polls open and was
frustrated that I hadn’t had the op
portunity to vote. I became even
more frustrated when I found the
notice on page six about polling
times.
I discussed my concern with
Frederick Hunt (the election com
mittee chairperson). Thus, I have
challenged the election resulté. I
will be speaking at the Student
Senate meeting 7 p.m. Wednesday
in Room 220 of the U.U. I encourage
all concerned students to attend.
LAURAYANNAYON

BLOOM COUNTY

Former editor’s art
reflects Mustang Daily
It’s interesting how people
formerly associated with this paper
happen to have high feelings of
hatred
against
conservative
Republicans, as shown in the art of
Craig Andrews. It’s an interesting
connection. Hopefully, their ulterior
motives behind displaying such
trash will never become another
Hinkley case.
DAN FREDRICKSON

Letters should be submit
ted to Room 226 of the
Graphic Arts Building.
Letters must be shorter
than 250 words, typewritten
and include the w riter’s
sig n atu re and telephone
number.

by Berke Breathed
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:l ASS CMOOUNTERS
Í c?o n Y u s e S U N “
S C R e e N I ‘TURN IN T O
. A L O B S T S -K "

/•

WWII internment suit criticized
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Reagan administration said
Monday the World War II detention of Japanese-Americans in
U.S. prison camps shamed the nation, but it still urged the
Supreme Court to kill a lawsuit stemming from the internment.
Solicitor General Charles Fried, the administration’s topranking courtroom lawyer, said a 1983 suit that seeks compen
sation for property losses suffered by those imprisoned was fil
ed in the wrong federal court and was filed too late.
But Fried also used the administration’s strongest language
to date in condemning the internment, in which 120,000 U.S.
citizens and resident aliens of Japanese ancestry were taken
from their homes and put in concentration camps for up to four
years.
Fried said the suffering inflicted on Japanese-Americans was
based on a political judgment — “ a wrong judgment” — that
their loyalty to the United States could not be trusted. He said
the internment program was tainted by ‘‘a racial caste, which
was our shame.”

Child molestation trial begins
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The 3-year-old, $6 million McMartin
Pre-School child molestation case went to trial Monday, and
prospective jurors were asked if they could sacrifice at least a
year of their lives at $10 a day.
Of the 78 panelists squeezed into the courtroom of Superior
Court Judge William Pounders, 16 raised their hands to say the
lengthy case would pose no hardship.
They were sent to a jury room to fill out a detailed 41-page
questionnaire asking about their lives, knowledge of the case
and any prejudices regarding child molestation defendants.
The case has altered significantly since the first allegations
broke in March 1984 that children at the McMartin Pre-School
in suburban Manhattan Beach had been raped, sodomized, then
terrorized into silence by satanic rites and animal mutilations.
The case, which once included seven defendants and 208 cases
of child abuse, now has only two defendants after an 18-month
preliminary hearing, the longest in state history.

Letter rips Soviet labor camps
MOSCOW (AP) — A paper has published a letter from a
former prisoner criticizing Soviet labor camps and asking that
more information about them be released.
Western diplomats said it may be the first letter published in
official mass media criticizing the camps, about which almost
no official information is available.
The letter was signed by former convict V. Stavrovsky of
Smolensk and said the camps, estimated to hold at least one
million prisoners, turn people into hardened criminals.
“ A letter like mine can’t be sent from the camps,” he said. ‘‘I
learned from my own experience. The rules say you must be
sent to a punishment cell for ‘illegal mailing of letters contain
ing slanderous statements about the administration’.”
Stavrovsky’s letter said little about camp conditions, which
have been described in detail by former political prisoners freed
in a recent review of dissident cases, but he wrote of the inabili
ty of a common criminal to reform himself in the camps.

ELECTION
From page one
ballots.
A section of the State Ad
ministrative Education Code, one
of three regulatory policies that
the elections committee must
follow, states that if more than
one polling place is set up, stu
dents must be divided alphabeti
cally and assigned particular
polling places at which to vote.
At the recent election, students
could vote at any of the five poll
ing spots on campus. However,
the other two sets of rules the
elections committee follows, the
Election Committee Code and
the Election Committee Rules,
don’t require that students be
divided alphabetically to vote.
Wilson also claims that infor
mation on the bowling/fitness
center issue was false and
misleading. He said that no
studies have been done to prove
that a dwindling use of bowling
lanes has caused the University
Union to steadily lose money on
the alley. Wilson is concerned
that certain unknown costs to
tear the bowling alley down and
put in a fitness center may push
the estimated $200,000 cost
much higher.
Wilson doesn’t share the con
fidence of others that the
Nautilus equipment for the

fitness center will be donated.
Neither Vice President for
Business Affairs Jim Landreth
nor Executive Dean for Facilities
Administration Doug Gerard
were available for comment*
Monday on the bowling alley/
fitness center issue. But in an
October 1985 memo from Lan
dreth to Cal Poly President War
ren Baker, Landreth wrote that
there were too many contrary
estimates in the cost of a bowling
alley revamping project to base
the decision primarily on fi
nances.
Wilson also complained that a
rebuttal to the statement against
the bowling alley wasn’t printed
along with the rebuttal to the
statement favoring the bowling
alley.
The Student Senate will hear
complaints at 7 p.m. Wednesday
in University Union Room 220
and vote whether or not election
results will stand.
Elections committee chairman
Hunt responded to some of the
complaints over the phone. He
said that it’s his responsibility to
publicize polling information.
But ‘‘whether or not it was ade
quately publicized or not I can’t
say,” he added. It’s also up to
students to find polling informa
tion, he said. ‘‘It goes both

ways.
Hunt doesn’t believe there was
any false or misleading informa
tion at the polls, because ballot
information has to be approved
by the Administration and the
Chancellor’s Office.
‘‘I don’t think we lied on the
ballot. I don’t think we lied on
the informational statements,”
Hunt said. ‘‘I think we did a
good job.” In fact. Hunt said,
students had plenty of opportu
nity to read both sides of the
bowling issue. The elections
committee published 3,000 copies
of both pro and con arguments
which were distributed across
campus. Hunt said.
The reason a rebuttal to the
statement against the bowling
alley wasn’t printed. Hunt said,
was because no one with a con
rebuttal came to the elections
committee meeting, which was
set up to ‘‘iron out differences”
between both points of view.
Even if another vote on the
bowling alley was to happen.
Hunt said the mere 29-vote
defeat would stay about the
same. ‘‘The school is literally
split down the middle on this,”
he said, adding that most stu
dents had their minds made up
on the issue before they cast
their votes.

VOILA!
Introductory
Offer!
BEAUTI F UL
TANS
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(Formerly TAN-TAN TANNING RESC'>RT)

728 Marsh Street
San Luis Obispo,
Calitornia 93401

541-5839
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L'Tne time offer.
First tu o sessions may be split if netessary.
Non-transfcrrahle.
\ alid for 1 month from date of first tan.
Other limitations may apply.

I f You Desire a Tan...
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Enjoy a safer than the sun"' tan at
the m ost beautiful, modern salon in California
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Complete works of many Famous authors
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Bookstore

Hours
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INDEPENDENT FURNISHED STUDENT A ^ R T M E N T S
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAL POLY!!
OPENINGS IN:
2 Bedroom Townhouse.. .from...

$175.00/mo shared ($160)’
$320.00/mo private ($293)’

2 Bedroom/2 Bath Flats.. .from...

$200.00/mo shared ($183)
$350.00/mo private ($320)

Private Studio In A Quiet
Creekside Setting .. .from...

$340.00/mo ($312)*

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS, COUCHES, MINI BLINDS,
LAMPS AND MORE FOR FALL '87!!
*Closest housing to Cal Poly
*5 Modern laundry facilities
*Heated Pool
*Private Park and BBQ Area
*Reserved Parking
*Meeting Room
*Convenience store on site for Fall '87

*12 month discounted lease rate in parenthesis
OPEN THURS, FRI, SAT of
Poly Royal til 10pm

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Tour Mustang
Village this spring
& receive a FREE
Hanes Beefy-T Mustang
Village Shirt!!

MON-SAT 8-6
SUN 10-5

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO

IMUfflANG VlIXAGE

543-4950
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Dive into spring, cool o ff with Poly water sports clubs
By Jenny Lampman
StaH Writer

As the classrooms get stuffier and the
pavement hotter, many Cal Poly students
find a way to beat the heat by taking to
the water. Club memberships in the wind
surfing, water skiing and sailing clubs are
increasing during these sunnier days.
“ A lot of people think winter’s the win
dy season but it’s not — spring’s the good
windsurfing season,” said Brett Wingo,
Windsurfing Club president.
The Windsurfing Club has outings to
Lopez Lake every Saturday during spring
quarter. Members can also catch weekday
outings to Laguna Lake. The advanced
members go out to an area near Hearst
Castle.
“ Usually on our outings I spend the
mornings teaching lessons to our begin

ners,” Wingo said. “ They can usually pick
it up about the third time and can sail in
moderate winds.” The club also has a land
simulator which the beginners can use.
“ It’s a real individual sport you do on
your own. But, it’s not something you can
just pick up. It takes a lot of time to get
good,” Wingo said.
The club owns three windsurfing boards
and gets the others from ASI Outings.
The $7 quarterly membership is always
open to everyone and includes free lessons
and a rental discount from ASI.
The Water Ski Club, with 200 members,
has outings every other weekend to Lake
Nacimiento.
“ Since the beginning of spring quarter
we’ve gotten about 15 new members,”
club member Juli Wicke said. “ A lot of the
members are beginners who just want to

come out and have some fun and learn
how to ski.”
The Water Ski Club also competes in
tournaments at the collegiate league. The
tournaments are held every other weekend
from March to October. The teams have
tournaments in Sacramento, San Diego,
Long Beach and Barstow.
“ We compete for points in the slalom
course, trick and jump,” said Wicke. Lake
Nacimiento has a slalom course on which
members practice.
The Sailing Club, which started in 1954,
is one of the oldest clubs at Cal Poly.
The club stays active throughout the
year with trips to Lake Lopez, Avila and
Morro Bay, and is open to students of all
sailing abilities.
“ Most beginners can master the Laser

in a couple of weeks and the catamaran by
the end of the quarter,” said Rob Cren
shaw, Sailing Club president.
Before the club meetings, members at
tend a sailing clinic where they watch
videos on sailing techniques. Through the
clinics and sailing experience the members
can work to the rank of skipper. After
passing check-out procedures, rigging and
launching, sailing, emergencies and derig
ging, skippers can check out one of the
club’s boats on their own time.
The club owns nine boats, including four
catamarans and a “ Flying J ” that is used
for competition events.
.The club team ranked second last year
in the Pacific Coastal Championship. “ It’s
held next month and we have a good
chance of placing big,” Crenshaw said.

Mustang Daily Classified Advertising Order Form
Please Attach Your Check to This Form

MUSTANG
DAILY

Address.

Your connection

Telephone

to Cal Poly

Check #

AD RATES

Social Security
Times to run

To c a lc u la te co s t o f ad :

Ads turned in by 10 AM

P.A.L. Auto Detail
Wash * Wax * Steam Cleaning
12 HIguera St.

646-8327

Need a
resume
by Monday

may start running on:
M onday.................................................
................Wednesday
Tuesday .................................................
....................Thursday
Wednesday.............................................
.......................... Friday
Thursday...............................................
...................... Monday
Friday.......................................................
..................... Tuesday
17 Typing
19 Miscellaneous
21 Travel
23 Ride Share
25 Opportunities
27 Employment
29 For Sale
31 Stereo Equipment

(Two line minimum per day)

Number of lines used below
_____ X $_______per line - $
$______ X_______ number of days ad runs -$_____________
bold linesX
.days
T o tal A m ount Due
B o ld face $1

«$_

E xtra P er D ay / Per Line

C heck a p p ro p ria te c la s s ific a tio n :
1 Campus Clubs
3 Announcsments
5 Psrsonsis
IQ n t k N«ws
9 Evsnts
11 Lost & Found
13 Wanted
ISSenfices

. Date

Ad runs 1-3 days. . . $ 1 per line per day
4-5 days. . . 90s per line per day
6 + days.. . 80c per line per day

(2-Line Minimum)

.Date.

Ad starts

^hen In trouble...CoU a P8L

Amount Paid $.

Name.

Classified Advertising Policies

33 Mopeds & Cycles
35 Bicycles
37 Automobiles
39 Roommates
41 Rental Housing
43 Homes for Sale

All classified advertising is subject to final approval by the General M anager of
Mustang Daily and may be rejected by the General M anager for arty reason prior to
deadline. Classified advertising for Mustang Daily is accepted with the provision
that, in the event of error, Mustang Daily will not assum e any responsibility for
credit or financial remuneration beyortd the cost of the advertisement in question.
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Promoting a royal
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San Luis Obispo dc
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al Poly is not the only place
preparing for Poly Royal.
The City of San Luis
Obispo, although not directly in
volved, also looks forward to the
annual event.
Steve Henderson, assistant ci
ty administrative officer, said,
“ Poly Royal has always been a
boom to the city. It’s definitely
Poly’s program, but just about
everyone in the city gets into it.
“ Not only do the 100,000
visitors get to see what Cal Poly
is all about, they get to see what
San Luis Obispo has to offer off
campus,’’ he said.
M ost of the dow ntow n
businesses help promote Poly
Royal. “ 1 think the business
owners go above and
beyond
their call of duty to cater to Poly

C
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The SAM stage is always a showcase for hidden talent.

#

Story by Dawn J. Jackson
Photos by Shirley Thompson and Stephanie Pingel
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A Poly Royal visitor get

C o n s id e rin g a MEDICAL CAREER?
Try ACUPUNCTURE!

v \1

\ \ the
\ \ plunge
w

i\ summen
%\

Sign up for Army RO'FC^ Basic
t
C^amp. You 11 get six weeks of
challenges that can build up your
U
leadership skills as well as your
body. You'll also get almost $700.
But hurry/Phis summer may be
your last chance to graduate from
college with a degree and an officers
commission. Be all you can be.
See your Professor of Military
.Science for details.

Primary health care license- nc referral necessary
Find persanal satisfaction with financial reword
State mondated insurance reimbursements

\
\
\

Notionol licensing - 3 year curriculum
FREE
* Career Workshop
Moy 16th, Saturday 2-5 p.m.
(coll to reserve space)

Sonto BorPoro College
of Oriental Medicine
1919 State Street, Suite 204
Santa Borboro, CA 93101
(805) 682-9594
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^boom to the city’
does its part to help Poly Royal run smoothly each year
students, their families and
guests during Poly Royal. They
put posters in the windows, sell
buttons and stay open later on
Sunday,” Henderson said.
One of the city’s direct efforts
toward Poly Royal is a donation
of money. During the past • 10
years, the city has given more'
than $16,000 to help the Poly
Royal Board run the event.
This year’s donation was
$

2, 000.

The money goes to the promo
tion coordination committee of
the board and is used to help pay
for the printing of posters,
postcards and buttons.
The city also operates SLO
Transit buses to and from Cal
Poly on the two days to help al
leviate some of the traffic pro

blems, and the police department
helps with the extra cars.
“ We don’t really increase our
forces. We have the ability to
shift people around to cover
times when the demand is
greatest,” said Sgt. Dan Blanke.
“ Our biggest problems are with
controlling the traffic. At night,
there are a few more party-type
problems also.”
Blanke said there has never
been a major incident with Poly
Royal, especially when compared
with the activities of other cam
puses.
Henderson said the city con
tributes because it recognizes
how important Poly Royal is to
the community.
The city’s bed tax is one of the
direct benefits from Poly Royal.

The city gets 3 percent of every
hotel room bill.
This money goes toward city
operations
Local businesses benefit from
the great number of people in
town for the weekend.
The stores get an increase in
business, giving the city an in
crease in the tax base.
The city and its residents also
participate in Poly Royal,
primarily by simply attending.
Henderson, who grew up in
San Luis Obispo, said he can
remember being dismissed from
school early on Poly Royal Fri
day to attend.
He said it’s always been a
great event, and San Luis Obispo
is glad to be a part of it.

Balloons decorated the Engineering West Building last year.

WIND
r gets a taste of some of the exotic foods on hand.

1986 Men's &
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Durable training shoe
with dual density
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Nike Air®
sockliner
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n e x t year,
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Local Taco Bell fits into students’ schedules, budgets
By Stewart McKenzie
staff Writer

MATT WEISER/Mustang Dally

Students enjoy a 'm e a l at Taco Bell.

It’s 1 o’clock in the morning,
but that doesn’t mean things
have slowed down any at the San
Luis Obispo Taco Bell.
Cars are constantly driving in
and out. Hungry people stand in
line, awaiting such culinary
delights as a Burrito Supreme or
a Taco Bellgrande.
Taco Bell No. 201, located on
Santa Rosa and Montalban
streets, is the most successful in
the nation for sales and volume
of customers. Its success lies not
in being off a major statewide
highway and hauling in hordes of
tourists in their Winnebagos, but
in the fact that college students
get hungry — especially late at
night.
“ I like burritos, and usually i
have cravings late at night,” said
Ringo Segismundo, a journalism
junior. ‘‘(Taco Bell) is the only
place that’s open and can actually fit with my cash flow — the
^

c

price is right.”
Kevin Wray agrees. ‘‘They
have damn tasty food,” said the
city and regional planning
freshman, adding that the fast
food establishment easily beats
the competition.
“ It’s actually cheap, too. You
get less grease per dollar and
more nutrition, compared to
McDonald’s,” he added.
The franchise, a fixture on
Highway 1 since 1967, does
about $200 an hour in profit,
$500 an hour on a busy day. In
order to handle the crowds, they
employ 15 to 16 people normally
and 20 to 25 during Poly Royal
weekend.
Friday and Saturday nights
see the biggest action, according
to manager Nikki Bollinger.
“ We’re the only place open until
2 a.m. We do a lot of college stu
dents then, after the bars close,”
she said.
Overwhelmingly, the business
is college students, and owner

X. X.

Spotlight
e n te rta in m e n t
>e. v r v e ^

fe a tu re s

and listin g s .

yg >e. >e 3 0 C .V C X, VC >g

It’s Aggie Stompin’ Time

Tortilla Flats

Bestr^/Vestern Music Around

w
Curt

Wednesday April 22 - 9pm

.owgrein
Stylisi

including: Perms
Relaxers
Coloring inc. weaves
1032 Nipomo St • Thru April 18 • 544-7817

Dave Bishop claims that Cal Po
ly has made his business what it
is.
“ The college guys are pretty
good,” said Bishop. “ When they
get drunk, they get a little bit
boisterous, but generally speak
ing they’re pretty good.”
But because of the pandering
to Cal Poly, the franchise owner
has big plans to catch the other
big demographic group in San
Luis Obispo — the tourists.
Bishop
E n terp rises,
the
organization that runs the fran
chise and the adjacent AllAmerican Yogurt, will be build
ing the world’s largest free-stan
ding Taco Bell next door to the
new Central Coast Plaza, off
Madonna Road. It will contain
140 seats and 25 patio chairs,
catering more to families.
But in all likelihood the Santa
Rosa Street Taco Bell will remain
the top activity in the social life
of a Mustang. As Wray puts it:
“ It’s ours.”

^ DJ Chad Stevens
from KKAL
*Door Prizes
^Limousine Rides
Courtesy of:
Guess Who Limo Service
A $2.00 cover charge
will benefit
CAL POLY RODEO PROGRAM

1051 Nipomo
In the Creamery

544-7575
'aOQOOBOL

Marijuana
sweeps to be
in two weeks
SACRAMENTO (AP) — The
state’s Campaign Against Mari
juana Planting will start in about
two weeks and will involve two
more Northern California coun
ties, according to state narcotics
officials.
“ We will now include Yolo and
C o lu sa
c o u n tie s
in
our
surveillance activities,” said
agent J. P. Johnson, a state nar
cotics officer on loan to CAMP.
Johnson would not reveal
where the first sweep by more
than 400 law officers will take
place.
He said CAMP this year will
patrol 39 of the state’s 58 coun
ties by land and air, ranging
from the border with Oregon
south to Santa Barbara County.
As the CAMP effort goes into
its fourth year, Johnson said
marijuana farmers have grown
smarter.
“ It’s becoming harder to spot
plots because the growers are
taking greater pains to hide
them,” he said.
Johnson also said reports to
police of booby trapping around
marijuana plots have dropped
significantly.

GET READY FOR THE RACING SEASON
SPRING SALE!
*f>ioJerseys......... ............. I?eg $49.99 Now
* <3S!ro Helmete .................... .. fieg $69.99 Now
# Avocet Cyclomefeis ........ . Reg $39.99 Now
* Celo Europe Rocing No. ! Bicyoles
* Celo Europe Racing No. 2 Bicycles

»

*

É 4 4k

3 9 .«
6 4 .«
3 i.f l
600.00
4SO.OO

'1 0 -2 0 % O F F
ALL WINTER CLO TH IN G IN STOCK
Pro Spoke Cyclery
3576 £mpteo #4 541-3600 •

Down South Higuoro, to it on Gaonadd
L^lt on Empieo. in M s e to f buking$<>ni^ft*
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•Jim
Considine,
financial
planner and investment consul
tant for Ryder Stillwell, Inc., will
discuss various aspects of port
folio management and invest
ment planning today at 11 a.m.
in Room 206 of the Business
Administration and Education
Building. The speech is spon
sored by the Cal Poly Financial
Management Association.
•The Multi-Cultural Center will
sponsor guest speaker Janet
Kerr today at 11 a.m. in Univer
sity Union Room 217D. Kerr is a
Cat Poly graduate and will pres
ent slides and a discussion on her
experiences down under in
“ Summer in New Zealand.”
•Structural engineer David
Geiger will present a free lecture
entitled “ Building Response for
the Future — air supported
fabric structures” today at 10:30
a.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre.
Geiger is considered a master in
the design of ultra-lightweight
air-supported fabric roofs, and
two of his designs are under con
struction for the 1988 Olympics.
His lecture is part of the School
of A rch itectu re
and
E n
v ir o n m e n ta l
D e s ig n ’s
Distinguished Visiting Lecture
Series.
•Johannes Von Tilburg will
speak tonight at 7:30 in the Ar
chitecture Gallery on his current
architecture works. Von Tilburg
and his firm have been responsi
ble for much of the renaissance of
Beverly Hills.

Wednesday 22
•William Little, Cal Poly
foreign language professor, will
discuss “ Latin American Uni
ty?” Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Room E-28 of the Science, Build
ing. The Latin American Student
Association is sponsoring the
speech.
•The Cal Poly Peace Corps
Liaison Office is hosting several
slide show presentations this
week by returning Corps volun
teers. On Wednesday night at 7
in Room 222 of the Agriculture
Building, Bennie Hannah will
present “ Peace Corps Forestry
Programs in Nepal.”
Contributions fo r Calendar
must be received by noon two
days prior to the event.

COPY A lOT
SAVE A lOT
m

Sanctions are unfair,
Japanese complain
TOKYO (AP) — President
Reagan’s sanctions against Jap
anese electronic exports are be
ing compared to the “ coming of
the black ships” more than a
century ago, when the American
gunships of Commodore Perry
forced Japan to open its ports to
the outside world.
Despite warning from the
United States that sanctions
were imminent, Reagan’s action
Friday took many by surprise.
They just didn’t believe the
United States would make good
on its threat.
Japan hoped until the last
moment to strike a deal, as it has
in past business dealings with
the United States.
There also is a strong sense of
unfairness — that many of the
problems affecting trade matters
have been caused by the United
States and that the Washington
is taking out its frustration on
this nation of 121 million people.
The United States imposed
tariffs of 100 percent on Japa
n ese
c o lo r
te le v is io n s ,
calculators, computers and power
drills after accusing Japan of vi
olating a 1986 agreement by sell
ing semiconductors — computer
chips — below market price and
failing to further open its home
market to American-made com
puter chips.
Japan, which denies the

charge, has demanded proof it
violated the agreement and says
the United States has been un
willing to respond.
Industry leaders also were baf
fled by some of the products the
United States chose to penalize.
A spokesman for the Elec
tronic Industries Association of
Japan said, “ The U.S. decision
defies logic because the retalia
tion imposes draconian punitive
tariffs on Japanese products
other than semiconductors.
“ We are dismayed that Japa
nese industries which have not
been previously involved with
the semiconductor dispute, as
well as the electronics industry,
will be seriously injured by this
retaliation,” the spokesman said.
Japan has filed notice with the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, the body that
oversees compliance with inter
national trade agreements, that
it may seek compensation or
permission to retaliate.
Sony Chairman Akio Morita
said at a conference Sunday in
Oiso that some Japanese regard
recent trade pressures from
abroad as a “ second coming of
the black ships,” harking back to
1853 when Commodore Matthew
Perry sailed into Shimoda harbor
and forced Japan to open its
ports after two centuries of
isolation.
. .
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543-NAIL
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HALF PRICE!

kinko's

Great copies. Great people.

OPEN 24 HOURS
543-0771
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□ Frank Cisli, chief executive
officer of Sandpiper Marketing
Corp. of Belmont, has been
elected chairman of the advisory
board of Cal Poly’s graphic
communication department.
Sisti is a well-known graphic
arts publisher and has been an
adviser to the department for
several years. The advisory
board’s mission is to advise the
department on its direction and
to assist in meeting long-range
goals.
□ William Francois of the
journalism department has been
selected
for a 1987-1988
Fulbright Distinguished Lectur
ing Award. He will be going to
Seoul, Korea, for four months.
Francois is the replacement for
Randall Murray who is on leave
working for a People’s Republic
of China news agency.
□ A color proofing system
worth about $40,000 has been
donated to the graphic com
munication department by 3M of
Minnesota.
coupon
OPEN LATE
7 NIGHTS A WEEK!
10am TO MIDNIGHT

The system consists of a posi
tive proofing processor, a nega
tive proofing processor and a
matchprint laminator. It will be
used in a new color proofing lab
oratory being developed by the
graphic communication depart
ment.
□ Tyler Hammond, Matthew
Machado and Sean Tollenaar
were honored as Cal Poly’s
outstanding seniors in dairy
science for 1987. Each student
received a plaque and their
names were placed on a perma
nent trophy displayed in the
u n iv e rsity ’s
dairy
science
department.
Hammond has worked at the
Cal Poly Foundation’s dairy, has
been vice president of Los
Lecheros and statewide president
of the California Junior Holstein
Association.
Machado was a member of the
Cal Poly team that finished se
cond in the 1986 National Inter
collegiate Dairy Judging Contest
in Wisconsin. He has also worked
at the Foundation’s dairy.
Tollenaar is president of Los
Lecheros and was treasurer last
year. He was a member of the
team that went to Wisconsin last
year and placed fifth place in in
dividual overall achievement.
Contributions to Notables must
be received by noon Friday.
coupon---------------793 FOOTHILL BLVD
I FOOTHILL PLAZA
543-3399

Sandw iches & Salads

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
B U Y 1, G E T 1 F R E E !
Buy any FOOTLONG sandwich after 9:00 pm
and receive a sandwich of comparable value
FREE
not valid
(w/coupon)
with other
expires 5/15/87
specials
coupon

A Look at Cal Poly's History
Agriculture

Livestock

The Land

Personalities

every Full Set
Sculptured Nails
(Reg. $40 Value)

EXPIRES 4/30

» C O U P ON'

f r c c A c i 's
FREE

A Great Book...
An illustrated history
of land acquisition
and development
for agricultural
education...$9.95
by John Stechman

Save 10%

PITCHER O F CXNSE
(O r C h oice O f Soft Drink)
With Any
Large 1 6 " Two Item Pizza

kinko's gives quantity discounts
on copies from one original.
After 100 copies, the rest are

NOTABLES

Offer Expires April 28

A MUST for faculty, staff, students
and local historians with a sincere
interest in Cai Poly and its agriculture.

San Luis Obispo
179 north Santa Rosa St

541-5211
ElGpnoJlS(3 Bœkstoie
i C O U P O N i
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Bright jerseys and yelling athletes have given way to an electronic eye
BY JIM HAWKINS. S t a f f W riter
And as they cross the
finish line, consecutive
sections of the film are
exposed,
catching
each runner in the
order they cross the
finish line, with the
time scale printed
above the photo.
In a distance race,
such as the women’s
1,500-m eter shown
below, where the run
ners’ finish is more
s ta g g e r e d ,
the
m achine m ust be
turned on and off
manually as each run
ner nears the finish
line, so all the athletes
will be shown on the
sin g le
p iece
of
Polaroid film that the
V ' '^'
camera contains.
According to both
th e
m e n ’s
an d
w o m e n ’s
tra c k
coaches,
the
A c
cutrack system has
Erik Josephson, center among first three runners, won the race by .01 of a second.
gone from being a
luxury at a few top meets to a
h u m a n ju d g m e n t,”
sa id sistency and fairness, com
necessity for any quality team
Henderson. “ It’s the judges petitors in a hand-timed race
watching the gun, then guessing who wish to qualify nationally
or meet.
when the runner crosses the must run .24 seconds faster than
“ Wherever there is a good
line.’’
the qualifying mark, in addition
quality facility there’s an Ac
cutrack, because accreditation
According to the coaches, in to having a legal wind at their
to qualify for the championship
pre-A ccutrack years these backs.
m eets req u ire o n e ,” said
judgment calls added a certain
“ In SLO a legal wind reading
women’s coach Lance Harter.
amount of strategy to finishing does not exist,’’ said Henderson.
In college track the name of
races, including putting your “ It really blows here.’’
the game isn’t always winning
fastest sprinters on the inside
In the past. Cal Poly has not
the dual meets, but qualifying
lanes and wearing brightly col really needed an Accutrack. The
for conference and national
ored uniforms, both of which are track was in poor condition and
championships. Each race and
intended to distract the judges the Mustangs only held one
in your favor.
field event has a qualifying
home meet a year, despite hav
mark that must be met in order
“ When we were waiting to see ing n atio n ally com petitive
for an athlete to compete in
who had won the 200, the teams.
these contests.
“ Now that we have the new
Fresno coach told me he had
“ Hand times are faster
been taught to yell as he crossed track we had five home meets
because they are based on
the finish line in a close race so this season,’’ said Henderson.
he would stick in the “ You can’t put on a quality
judge’s mind,’’ said meet without an Accutrack, and
H enderson.
“ This we are not interested in putting
C3 a 0
Q
Q
0
0
0
CJ 0
a 0
0
C3
type of thing used to on meets that are not going to
.U i
.x .x
X
X
,x ,x
.uiun
,x .x
.X .X
.-c
.-r
be quality.’’
work.’’
ry
cn in
Ul
uu
Uu
tu
un cn
X X
1/1 unt
Cal Poly has been renting the
Accutrack
proved Accutrack system from UC
.0 3
.-X .-C
.0 3
..o
,tx! ,m
not only vital in Santa Barbara, but now that the
Dr
.»IK.. ltd
J U UJ 1 »ti mhQ
«wflillfck*»«KO
«£U.
deciding the 200-meter
university has a high-quality
race, but played a key
running surface and expects to
..... . .
«ÉK».
role in another race.
have several home meets a year.
In the 110-meter Henderson feels it would be
high hurdles, Dave more economical to buy one.
Johnson became the
“ Right now there isn’t one in
first Cal Poly athlete
Luis County,’’ he said. “ We
to qualify for the na- could rent it out to high schools
tional championships and junior colleges and make the
in that event since money back in no time.’’
1981, running a 14.43
Whether or not Cal Poly gets
in the race. Had he one, or continues to rent, it is
been clocked by hand, clear that it is now as necessary
his time would not for a competitive, quality prohave been fast enough gram as a good track and proper
and it would not have running shoes.
counted because of a
“ It takes away subjectivity in
strong wind.
timing and placement,’’ said
Since the National Harter. “ It makes things comC ollegiate A th letic pletely fair and standard on a
Association wants all national basis, and ensures runIn the women’s 1,500, Noreen DeBettencourl, left, won the race In a time of 4:29.60.
meets to be elec- ners have an accurate and fair
tronically timed in chance at qualifying for the big
order to ensure con- meets.

weeks ago Cal Poly
sprinter Erik Josephson
came from behind in the
200-meter race and crossed the
finish line in what appeared to
be a tie with Fresno State’s
Larry Walker.
Neither the coaches, the
athletes, the people in the
stands nor even Josephson
himself could tell who won the
race.
In the not-so-distant past the
outcome would have been decid
ed by individual judges timing
each runner, setting the stage
for visiting teams to complain of
unfairness when their runners
lost the close ones.
But now, with an electronic
picture-taking timing device
known as Accutrack, Josephson
is shown in a post-race photo
(right) as the clear winner by .01
of a second. What was impossi
ble to determine in person, is
obvious in the photo.
“ The Accutrack eliminates all
potential
guesswork,’’ said
men’s track coach Tom Hender
son. “ It gives you an objective,
correct time and runner place
ment.’’
What the Accutrack picture
above shows is not a single
photo of the finish of the race,
but seven separate exposures
showing each runner as they
crossed the finish line. By lining
up the front of the runner’s
chest with the two rows of tiny
dots at the top of the picture
(the dots represent hundredths
of a second), each runner’s exact
timing can be recorded, as well
as the order of finish in the race.
As the runners near the finish
line, two electronic eyes, which
are set up on both sides of the
track, lock in on each runner.
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Mustang
net squad
wins three
straight
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By Dan Ruthemeyer
Sports Editor

The men’s tennis team won its
final three league matches of the
season, finishing second in the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association to the nation’s No.
1-ranked Division II team, the
Chapman Panthers.
The Mustangs finish their
dual-match season with a 16-11
overall record, a 9-3 conference
record and ranked fifth in Divi
sion II.
Cal Poly picked up a 6-3 win
Saturday over lOth-ranked Cal
State Bakersfield before going on
to beat UC Riverside and Cal Po
ly Pomona on Sunday.
The only loss for the Mustangs
on the four-match weekend road
trip was suffered at Fresno State
on Friday. The Bulldogs scored a
6-0 shutout win over Cal Poly.
The closest match for the
Mustangs was against 12thranked UC Riverside, which Cal
Poly won 5-4.
Down 4-2 after singles com
petition, the Mustangs rallied for
three straight doubles wins to
take the match.
Clinching the win for Cal Poly
was the No. 1 doubles team of
Mike G iusto and Rodney
Gabuya, which won in straight
sets, 7-6, 7-6. The deciding set
was won on a 12-10 tiebreaker.
Giusto and Gabuya finish the
season with a 14-6 record and
ranked eighth in the nation. They
may move higher in the rankings
after their weekend wins.
The Mustangs’ sweep in dou
bles comes within two weeks
after they were twice swept in
doubles by Chapman.
“ We do rely on our doubles a
lot, but we have to face the fact
that Chapman is a very good
team,’’ said Cal Poly coach Hugh
Bream. “ I do feel confident and I
feel that this was the kind of
match we needed.’’
Also finishing the dual-match
season ranked in Division II are
singles players Mike Giusto (No.
17), Bob Zoller (No. 12), Rodney
Gabuya (No. 35) and Dale Minney (No. 40).
The Mustangs will, however,
be without the services of Zoller
for the remainder of the season.
The defending national doubles
champion has a broken foot and
will forgo the Ojai Tournament
this weekend as well as the na
tional championships in coming
weeks.
Because Zoller played in only
three or four matches for the
Mustangs this season after
becoming eligible this spring.
Bream doesn’t see his departure
as highly critical to Cal Poly’s
success.
“ The team that is there is what
has got us where we are,’’ he
said. “ Bob would have been a big
plus, but the team won’t be that
much affected.’’
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Ruggers set to square
off against city team
Rugby will return to Poly
Royal this year as never before
when the Cal Poly Rugby Club
and the San Luis Obispo Rugby
Club connect in their 10th
meeting.
The game will be played
Saturday at 1 p.m in Mustang
Stadium.
Under the leadership of new
coach Roy Berkowitz, the Poly
club has been noted for its
hard-hitting, exciting style of
play. Game action promises to be
equally exciting in the long-time
rivalry with San Luis Obispo.
Berkowitz is a Cal Poly
economics student and a native
of South Africa, where rugby is
considered the national sport. He
has given the team a new style
and attitude that is consistent
with the South African style of

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE
TO PARTY ROYAL
THURSDAY APRIL 23 9pm to 1:30am
At the SLO VETS HALL 3.50 adm
2 LIVE BANDS
Secret Service and Yellow Pages
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
Sly 96 FM and Coors
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEETING TUES. 11:00 ARCH
225 S.B.TOUR INFORMATION
“ a t t e n t io n s a il o r s
THE SAILING CLUB WANTS YOU MTG.
WED 4/22 8PM SCI E45 GUEST SPKRPOLY ROYAL INFO
Cal Poly Teachers’ Society
last Poly Royal meeting
come join the fun!
Tues 4-21 6-7 BA&E rm 208
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ASSN
MEETING TUES 11AM BA&E 206
FEATURING JIM CONSIDINE OF RYDER
STILLWELL INCORPORATED AN IN
VESTMENT ADVISORY FIRM
NEED COACH FOR WOMENS
SOCCOR TEAM in fall-Please
contact Kathy 543-7646.
••NEW M ECHA NIC^ENG R LOGO**
Only $1.50 at ASME’s Poly Royal
Booth in front of Engr. Bldg. 13.
Also selling shirts, pencils,
soda, and popcorn!
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
Pre, Post-Poly Royal Activities Tonight,
6pm, GRC-304

play, stressing team unity rather
than individual performance.
“ I feel that I have given the
players a new perception of the
game,” said Berkowitz. “ They
have become
more mature
players because of it.”
The city team, however, is
blessed with age and experience.
Its m em bers
have played
together for years, and together
they took first place in the Gold
D iv is io n
at
th is y e a r ’s
prestigious Santa Barbara Tour
nament. They also finished a se
cond in regular season play. In
nine meetings with Poly, the city
team has won eight times.
Cal Poly finished fourth in
university division play this
season, and thus goes into the
game as an underdog.
Admission to the game is free.

Tau Beta Pi
Meeting Tues. 4/21/87 Sci Bldg North Rm.
202, Poly Royal Events.
TEST PREPARATION THURSDAY APRIL
23RD 10-12NOON CHASE HALL ROOM
102 546-1256

THERE WILL BE A DRAWING EVERY
SUNDAY DURING APRIL FOR A PAIR
OF SKI-OPTIKS SUNGLASSES. NO
PURCHASE
NECESSARY.REGISTER
WEEKLY AT THE SEA BARN IN AVILA
BEACH WINNERS WILL BE POSTED.
VIDEO GAME TOURNAMENT
April 20-25 UU Games Area. High score
on “ Defender” wins 4 free video rentals
from All-American Video. Enter at Rec
Sports, UU118

AOII WE ARE REALLY EXCITED TO BE
YOUR SISTER SORORITY
LUV SIGMA KAPPA

GOOD LUCK
SIGMA KAPPA

PARTY

ASI FILMS&GM P R E S E T

MONTY PYTHON’S
The Meaning of Life
WED 7&9 IN CHUMASH FOR $1
NEED WE SAY MORE
AUTOGRAPH SIGNING
MAY 6TH • 3 TO 4PM - EL CORRAL
YOUR INVITED TO MEET
OCT AVIA BUTLER
ACCLAIMED SCI FI NOVELEST-HUGO
& NEBULA AWARD WINNER-WITH HER
NEW NOVEL “DAWN" PUB BY WARNER
BOOKS-AVAILABLE FOR SIGNING &
PURCHASE AT A SPECIAL 20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE-SEE YOU THERE

Out Studying Late??
USE THE IFC ESCORT SERVICE
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 8-12PM
LOCATED AT HE UU AND LIBRARY

FROZEN YOGURT BETWEEN 2 COWBOY
COOKIES! GET YOURS AT POLY ROYAL
YUMMY

WITH OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY
THURS. APRIL 23
9PM UNTIL?
ATTHEBA3SI HOUSE
101 to San Luis Bay Dr./Avila Rd.
immediate rt. onto Ontario Rd.
To the TKE Little Sister perspectives:
WELCOME ABOARD!

ARE YOU
ROYAL???

EXCITED

ABOUT

Congress honors retiring Dr. J
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) —
Julius Erving, who played his
final regular-season game for the
Philadelphia 76ers Sunday, was
named “ ambassador of basket
ball” in a joint House-Senate
resolution.
In a tribute to Erving’s grace
as a player and as a spokesman
for the sport. Rep. Tom
McMillen, D-Md., a former NBA
player, presented the framed
resolution to Erving in ceremo
nies before his last NBA game.
“ It’s been somewhat embar
rassing as I’ve traveled around
the league receiving these
tributes because I’m an individ
ual in a team sport,” Erving said
i,fter the second of two 90-second
standing ovations from a sellout
crowd at Capital Centre. “ But
since this is it, the last time for
me, I guess I can get the atten

tion one last time.”
E rving, who scored his
30,000th point Friday night in
his final regular-season game at
Philadelphia, also received a
congratulatory telegram from
President Reagan.
As he often did in his farewell
tour around the NBA, during
which all 23 teams paid him
tribute and lavished him with,
gifts, Erving looked back at his
roots as a professional player in
the defunct American Basket
ball Association.
“ That’s when you quit playing
basketball with kids and started
playing with the big boys for
money,” he said. “ You jumped
in with both feet and it was sink
or swim.”
Kevin Loughery, currently the
coach of the Bullets but former
ly Erving’s coach in the ABA

with the New York Nets, also
reminded him of his ABA roots.
“ Dr. J kept a whole league
alive in the ABA and then came
to the NBA and revived it, too,”
Loughery said. “ In the 25 years
I’ve been involved in pro
basketball, he has done more for
the sport than any one person.
On top of what he’s done as a
player, he’s been the No. 1
spokesm an and individual
basketball has ever had. He’s
the best and always will be the
best.”

Did you lose your sunglasses?
You probably left them on the counter, at
the Mustang Daily.

Lifeguard/City of Morro Bay has 3
lifeguard positions for 1987 Summer
Season pick up Application/City of M.B.
Personal 505 Harbor St. M B. 772-1214
Closing date 5-15-87.

OWN RM TO RENT. HOUSE, W/D, HOT
TUB, CLOSETO POLY. 541-1364
>'

LOST -HP-18C-Calculator. Last seen in
UU on Tues. 4-14 REWARD- Please call
544-0684
LOST: TWO TURQUOISE RINGS DURING
WINTER QUARTER VERY SENTIMEN
TAL! REWARD! CALL CARRIE 544-0552

BABY GRAND PIANO-5’2” YAMAHA
BLACK SATIN EBONY -3 1/2 YRS OLD
EXLNT COND. TRANSFER WARRANTY
ASKING PRICE $3200 CALL AFTER 6PM
408-438-1199

URGENT LOST 1986TAX FORMS
Leather briefcase also Chinese textbooks
and notes call 546-1316 or 543-1912

COMPLETE MACINTOSH SYSTEM
512K Enhanced, external drive,
Imagewriter & software $1250
CALL 541-3869 or come to 21-249
Darkroom equipment pri pty must sell
528-1022 Charlie

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 29lbs
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn collect, 466-1484 eves.

VOLLEYBALLTEAM
FIRST SORORITY FROM CAL POLY
EVER TO GO TO ISVT. WATCH OUT
MALIBU!!

POLY

Ninth Priority
THIS FRIDAY NITE 9 PM
AT CLUB 781 781 Higuera
I.D. required
Celebrate Poly Royal with us
THE COMEDY SHOPPE ill
COMEDIANS LIVE FROM HOLLYWOOD
FRIDAY APRIL 24 7:00 &9:30pm
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $4.50 STUDENTS
$5.00 General Public $.50 more
at the DOOR Presented by ASI
Speakers Forum.

11

Queen size waterbed, headboard, padded
sides. 544-1676 Kent
RAYCHEM CORPORATION interviewing
on Wednesday, April 22 for Summer Intern/Co-ops in the following majors: Elec.
Eng, Comp. Science, Mech. Eng, Chem
istry, Mat. Sci., Civ. Eng, Agricultural Eng.
Sign-up and information in the Placement
Center.
USED FURNITURE-GREAT CONDITION
CHEAP prices! Call Andy 541-8679
WETSUIT O’Neil ono y/w, blue, and black,
used 6 times $75 Scott 544-3439 McCoy
6’6” $80

For typing you can trust, call
suRie at 528-7805. Thanks!
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591

CASIO MT-68 Electronic Musical In
strument. Keyboard, rhythm machine,...
“tHE wOrkS’’...CLEAN! Kurt
544-7374.

TYPING $1.50 PAGE TYPICAL 541-4761
OR 544-2943 EXT 232 PEGGY.

HONDA EXPRESS SCOOTER FOR SALE
RUNS GREAT! $180 obo 543-7463

TYPING WORD PROCESSING: TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS, RESUMES, ETC.
544-0528 EVES

HONDA CB 200 GREAT SHAPE! !
MUST SELL $275 OBO 544-0968

Enthusiastic outgoing students needed
for part-time jobs positions 35mm cam
era needed call 544-2838
IN 10TO12HRS/WKYOUCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-5618
Part-time telephone Position Available for
self-motivated individual. 10-15 hrs. 5439006

WANTED
Dedicated Mustang Daily Delivery Person
Neither rain nor wind nor classes can
keep you from being available to deliver
Mustang Daily to stands each morning of
publication. MUST HAVE A CARI Job
starts May 11th Contact Peggy Yeyna at
Mustang Dally 546-1143.

VESPA P200 Front & rear racks new tires
and more parting out Scott 544-3439

F needed to share appt with IF and 2M.
Close to Poly. Summ 1987 and next
school year. $182/mth. BBQ, Laundry,
CALL NOW! Kathy 544-1451
Fm, own rm,furn,pool,near poly, rent neg
541-0975
GET A TAN! Fern rmmt needed ASAP! 3
bdrm 2bath HOUSE! POOL Jacuzzi, Ten
nis Ct wt rm,Sauna, D/W W/D Micro, F/P
Non Smoker CALL TODAY! Operators
Standing by 5468820 $200
MALE RMMT NEEDED TO SHARE BDRM
FOR SPRING QTR FIRST $175/MO
TAKES IT CALL BRUCE 1-964-9539
OWN RM Available now thru ??
1 RM In 4 Bdrm/ 2 bath house!!
$225/mo on Slack St. cl 549-9615

Moses Malone, who was trad
ed to the Bullets from the 76ers
in the offseason, said he wished
Erving was a teammate longer
than four years.
“ He was The Man in the ABA
and the NBA,” said Malone.

ROOM 4 RENT: FEM ONLY, 5MIN WLK
TO POLY.FREE RNT. 4 APPIL.NO DEP.
AVAIL. NOW!! LRG HOUSE W/EVERY
EXTRA. 260/MO UNFURN. 544-5750

APT FOR LEASE 6-16-87 to 6-15-88 2
bedrm , furn for 4, near Poly,
water,cable,garb pd. $600/mo for a yea.lease; $660/mo for 10 mo. lease. 543-8517
or 544-5385.
Looking for 1-4 bdrm hse/condo string
FALL qtr- up to $270/mo per rm-prefer
close to Poly, Lag LK OK-LEANN 5435438
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE.$187.50/MO.plus
UTIL. AVAIL NOW! CALL DON DAYS
544-1917. AFTER 6 541-0835.
2 Bdrm Condo avail for Poly Royal or long
term rent $600 mo. Dan 213-474-7638

Are you looking for infor on SLO
homes for saie? Call Kent Mazzia,
County Properties for list. 544-5777.
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
& condos for sale in SLO, including con
dos near Poly,call STEVE NELSON, F/S
Inc 543-8370/leave mess.
Condos & Homes information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
546-2319 or 541-3432

Read this!
Don’t let your parents leave Poly Royal
w/out seeing this great investment op
portunity. 4 bdrm house & addition
located across the st. from Poly. This
house is student living at its best: Lg.
redwood deck w/ hottub & bar, land
scaped frontyard overlooking Cal Poly,
game room, washer/dryer, 3 fridges, majority of furn. Stays inc. 5 beds, 2 sofas,
kitchen utensils & more. You must see to
appreciate! Assum loan & possible 2nd
avail. Easy positive cash flow! Open
House FrI thru Sun. 1497 Slack St. Call
Mike or Tom at 543-8877 w/ any ques
tions.
1 acre on way to Montano de Oro w/
Avocado orchid & newer 2000SQFT ranch
home & room for horse.35 mature trees
each w/ sprinkler.FP.shop.$265,000
P rivacy’s p ossible in th is low
maintenance,3 bdrm,1 3/4bath home.Built
1983,w/ heated spa & patio,FP,family
room,& den(could be 4th bdrmj.Open
house Sunday 1-4pm 1540 La Cita, off
Johnson Ave $149,500
ADOBE REALTY
“Your Local Broker"
543-2693 Eves. 543-2694
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DIVEST

CHART

From page 1
and within the university impell
ed another vote. Professors
began boycotting Foundationowned El Corral Bookstore in
p ro te st and o p p o sitio n to
divestment argued that it would
create negative relations with the
six affected companies which in
cluded Hewlett-Packard, General
Motors and General Electric.
Hewlett-Packard and IBM have
donated more than $900,000 to
Cal Poly and provided many jobs

for graduates. So far there have
been no repercussions from
divestment.
“ The reason it passed the se
cond time was in response to
campus requests, ” said Foundation Executive Director Al
Amaral. He attributes the quick
divestment to a healthy market.
“ The market has been on an
upswing, so negative impact on
our investm ents has been
minimal.”

SIERRA
From page 1
mitories were in a state of near
chaos.
“ Sierra Madre was
basically out of control,” he said.
Since then, measures were
taken that h.'ive restored peace.

‘Probably a bunch
of liberals did it ...
or (President)
Warren Baker.’
— Mike Mackechnie
though occasionally the unusual
may occur.
“ There have been three or four
students over the course of this
^ year who have come over here
with ropes and climbing gear to
scale the wall ... in broad
daylight,” said Cousins. “ All of

those were confronted by my
staff before they could make any
attempts.”
He said he is concerned about
the writing, as it could encourage
others to follow suit in making it
to the roof, though the university
would bear no financial respon
sibility for injuries.
Said Cousins, “ Modeling is a
very powerful tool for young
people in college. When one per
son does something, it’s sort of
like implied permission.”
In any instance, the directors
of the dormitories have no plans
to remove the writing, though
Sequoia
Hal l
resident
Mackechnie thinks it wouldn’t
look too bad on top of his dorm.
“ 1 think all dorms should have
this,” he said. “ Nothing too ris
que, but something people can
look at from the P and go ‘Hey, I
like it.’ ”

T h isW eek !

IN IT IA LS

SPR 87

SUM 87

FALL 87

WTR 8.8

SPR 8 8

SUM 8 8

FALL 8 8

WTR 8 9

SPR 89

SUM 89

FALL 8 9

WTR 90
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Clip ’n’ save this CAR priority chart from spring 1987 to winter 1990.

From page 1
Doub, with the help of his sec
retary,
Ch r i s L a n c e l l o t t i
Whelchel, and the secretary for
the registrar’s office, Corkie Lee,
put the chart together last
quarter.
“ 1 thought there was some
thing like this that already ex
isted but we couldn’t find it so
we decided to put one together
ourselves,” said Doub.
Gerald Punches, Cal Poly
registrar, said he has been refer
ring to a similar chart to put the
priorities in class schedules. He
said the reason why a priority
chart has not been available in
the past is because no one asked
for one.

CAL POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO
ASI FILMS COMMITTEE

“ It’s no state secret,” said
Punches. “ Charts like this have
been done in the past. Their main
purpose is to give every student
an opportunity to register early
at least one quarter out of the
academic year.”
Lee, secretary to the registrar,
said actually this type of priority
chart isn’t new. She said the
registrar’s office has had one
similar to the new one for years.
In fact, she said, one student
sold copies of it for 25 cents each
in the University Union Plaza.
Lee said except for an article in
Mustang Daily several years ago,
there has been no attempt to let
students know the registrar’s of
fice has such a schedule available
for their perusal.
“ I’d just as soon not have
everyone and their brother up

here looking at it,” she said.
“ But if a student has a real
emergency, then they can look at
it.”
Doub said students should
keep in mind that each fall
quarter there will be a large
number of freshmen who are
given priority registration. Also,
graduating students have priori
ty. More details on priority
registration are in the class
schedule.
“ Sometimes students with
first priority don’t even gel all
their classes,” said Doub. “ Also,
if you have a low priority in the
summer it is easier for you to get
the classes you registered for
than in the regular year.”
“ Students have been wonder
ing, ‘Where has this been all my
life?’ ” said Doub.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

r

1986

Date: April 22, 1987
Time: 7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Place: Chumash Auditorium

lEANING
O F LIFE

MUSTANG VILLAGE
HAS A FEW APARTMENTS
WITH LINENS AVAILABLE
FOR
POLY ROYAL GUESTS

TWO BURGERS
FOR A BUCK

Studio (For 2) $30/night
2-bed flat (For 4) $55/night

981 F O O T H IL L
S.L.O .

CCÉ543-4950
Or stop by 1 Mustang Dr.
General Motors..'.'sharing your future"

‘W D D S T i T K ’S
T ^IZ Z A

•7 *

Keeps You G oing...

WE DELIVER

541-4420

1015 Court St. SLO
(across from O sos St. Subs)
---------------------------------------T-------------------------------------------

$1.00 OFF any

*» cL*

$1.50 OFF any

W OODSTOCKS
PIZZA

W OODSTOCKS
SPECIAL

one coupon per pizza

(6 items for the price of 4)
one coupon per pizza

541-4420

541-4420

expires 5/20/87

expires 5/20/87

